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ABSTRACT In this paper, an (ONU-load and RTTs)-based (OLR) dynamic wavelength and bandwidth
allocation (DWBA) algorithm for upstream channel in next-generational Ethernet passive optical network
(NG-EPON) is proposed. By proposing adaptive threshold grouping algorithm, the waste of bandwidth
resources caused by massive guard timeslots and mismatch between assigned transmission window and
frame size is reduced. By adjusting the Optical Network Unit (ONU) scheduling order, the idle time
caused by Round-Trip Times (RTTs) is reduced. By proposing joint ONU grouping and RTT scheduling
mechanism, load balance amongwavelengths is achieved. By proposing a fair allocation scheme, the fairness
of bandwidth granting for each ONU is ensured. Finally, by the simulation, the effectiveness of proposed
algorithm is demonstrated. The simulation indicates that the rate of bandwidth utilization, the average
package delay, the scheduling cycle and the network throughput in the system based on proposed algorithm
have better performance.

12 INDEX TERMS Upstream, DWBA, ONU-load, RTTs, NG-EPON.

I. INTRODUCTION13

Next-generational Ethernet passive optical network14

(NG-EPON) has become the development field of optical15

access network (OAN) in the future because of its high16

network capacity and transmission rate [1], [2]. Due that17

NG-EPON adopts the multi-wavelength transmission, the18

massive guard timeslots will exist on the wavelengths. This19

will result in the serious waste of bandwidth resources. At the20

same time, when a grant is given to an Optical Network Unit21

(ONU)_on multiple wavelengths, it is given without know-22

ing individual boundaries of frames. Therefore, it is quite23

possible that assigned transmission window on each assigned24

wavelength may not be able to accommodate integer number25

of Ethernet frames. Ethernet frames are non-fragmented [3].26

Thus, some bandwidth in the transmission window is unused27

on each wavelength, and the last few frames may be denied to28
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be transmitted. This will also lead to the waste of bandwidth 29

resources and the increase of transmission delay. 30

In recent years, researches on NG-EPON have gotten more 31

and more attentions. According to access architecture, these 32

researches can be divided into three parts: multi-scheduling- 33

domain (MSD) PON, single-scheduling-domain (SSD) PON 34

and wavelength-agile (WA) PON [4], [5], [6]. The compar- 35

ison of SSD-PON, MSD-PON and WA-PON is shown in 36

TABLE 1. To MSD-PON, it is similar to Time and Wave- 37

length Division Multiplexed PON (TWDM-PON), efficient 38

dynamic wavelength and bandwidth allocation (DWBA) 39

schemes already developed for TWDM-PON can be applied 40

to MSD-PON. The representative examples are as follows: 41

Butt et al. proposed a DWBA algorithm to minimize the 42

waste of bandwidth resources [7]. Hao et al. proposed a 43

novel DWBA algorithm to reduce the network delay and 44

improve the network throughput [8]. To SSD-PON, it is 45

similar to Time Division Multiplexed PON (TDM-PON). So, 46

any efficient dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) scheme 47

for TDM-PON can be applied in SSD-PON, for instance, 48
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Baqar et al. proposed a modified Interleaved Polling with49

Adaptive Cycle Time (modified-IPACT) DBA to reduce the50

network delay and improve the bandwidth utilization [9].51

ToWA-PON, a few DBA algorithms have been proposed, for52

example, Wu et al. proposed a modified Shortest Propagation53

Delay (modified-SPD) scheduling scheme to reduce trans-54

mission delay [10]. LinW et al. proposed a water-filling DBA55

(WF-DBA) to achieve the load balance among wavelengths56

[11]. Due to massive guard timeslots and mismatch between57

assigned transmission window and frame size, system still58

has problem of bandwidth waste when the above algorithms59

are applied to NG-EPON. In order to solve the problem,60

Hussain et al. proposed a First-Fit DBA to reduce the guard61

timeslots [3]. However, if First-Fit DBA algorithm is adopted62

to schedule the upstream bandwidth resources, the waste of63

bandwidth resources in the systemwill still occurs due to load64

imbalance among wavelengths.65

TABLE 1. The comparison of SSD-PON, MSD-PON and WA-PON.

Therefore, an algorithm is needed in WA-PON, which66

cannot only reduce the waste of bandwidth resources caused67

by excessive guard timeslots, the mismatch between assigned68

transmissionwindow and frame size, but also achieve the load69

balance among wavelengths.70

A. RELATED WORK71

Several DBA algorithms have been studied while consid-72

ering one wavelength in the system [12], [13], [14], [15],73

[16]. McGarry et al. provided a comprehensive study about74

throughput and delay performance of various DBAs with75

different combinations of grant scheduling frameworks, grant76

sizing and grant scheduling [13]. Usmani et al. presented77

a brief study of different DBA schemes for long reach78

PONs [14]. However, they cannot be directly implemented in79

NG-EPON without considering the underlying requirements80

[17], [18]. An example is IPACT [15], which is a well-81

known DBA for classical EPONs. IPACT (called modified-82

IPACT) can be implemented in NG-EPONs by assuming all83

four wavelengths are bonded together as a single wavelength.84

In this case, each grant will amortize the requested bandwidth85

over all four wavelengths equally, and thus assign the same86

TW size on these wavelengths to the ONU. However, since87

Ethernet frames have different sizes [19], the TW assigned on88

each wavelength may not accommodate an integer number of89

frames, which is known as a frame-size mismatching prob- 90

lem. As a result, the bandwidth in each TW will be wasted. 91

Also, a guard time is needed on each wavelength to separate 92

two successive TWs of two ONUs. This will also lead to 93

bandwidth waste, especially when the traffic load of each 94

ONU is light. Therefore, in such cases, the higher the number 95

of wavelengths assigned to an ONU, the more bandwidth will 96

be wasted. 97

Thus, two kinds of DBA algorithms were proposed for 98

NG-EPONs based on two opposite ideas. The first one is 99

called First-Fit DBA [3]. This kind of DBA algorithm always 100

assigns only one wavelength to each ONU in each grant. 101

In particular, the wavelength with the earliest start time will 102

be selected for each upstream transmission. The bandwidth 103

waste caused by frame-size mismatching and massive guard 104

timeslot usage are solved. However, First-Fit algorithm lacks 105

flexibility with respect to variation in the offered load of 106

an ONU or with the change in number of ONUs in the 107

network. The second one is named Modified-SPD algo- 108

rithm [10]. Opposite to First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD 109

algorithm tries to equalize the wavelength usage after each 110

bandwidth assignment. In particular, Modified-SPD algo- 111

rithm always starts the bandwidth assignment from the wave- 112

length with the earliest start time, such that the difference 113

among the start times of all the wavelengths can be as small 114

as possible. To reduce bandwidth that the guard timeslots 115

occupy, Hussain et al. propose a flexible wavelength and 116

dynamic bandwidth allocation (FW-DBA) algorithm based 117

on Modified-SPD algorithm [9]. The algorithm is based on 118

the difference between the start time of the wavelengths 119

and the effectiveness in reducing delay by transmitting on 120

multiple wavelengths. Moreover, to evaluate the transmission 121

effectiveness, an optimum criterion alpha is introduced in 122

relation to the number of ONUs in the network. However, 123

First-Fit algorithm can work well when the number of ONUs 124

is large, and Modified-SPD algorithm works well when the 125

number of ONUs in the network is small. 126

B. CONTRIBUTIONS 127

This paper will focus on reducing the waste of bandwidth 128

resources caused by excessive guard timeslots, the mismatch 129

between assigned transmission window and frame size, and 130

load imbalance amongwavelengths inWA-PON.Meanwhile, 131

the corresponding DWBA algorithm called (ONU-load and 132

RTTs)-based (OLR) DWBA algorithm for upstream channel 133

will be proposed. The comparison of OLR-DWBA algorithm, 134

First-Fit algorithm and Modified-SPD algorithm is shown in 135

TABLE 2. Our contributions are summarized as follows: 136

1) An adaptive threshold grouping algorithm is proposed 137

to assign wavelengths to each ONU. According to the 138

load of the ONU, each ONU is flexibly assigned wave- 139

lengths. The services of the lightly loaded ONU are 140

transmitted on fewer wavelengths. This can reduce the 141

number of guard timeslots and the probability of mis- 142

match between the assigned timeslots and frame size. 143
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TABLE 2. The comparison of OLR-DWBA algorithm, First-Fit algorithm,
Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm.

The services of the heavily loaded ONU are transmitted144

on more wavelengths. This can increase the peak rate145

of service transmission in the heavily loaded ONU and146

reduce the service transmission delay.147

2) To solve the problem of wasted bandwidth resources148

due to load imbalance amongwavelengths, a joint ONU149

grouping and RTT scheduling mechanism is proposed.150

It treats the ONUs in the first three groups as a whole151

for orderly scheduling by RTT. This can reduce the idle152

time caused by RTT. And ONUs in the fourth group153

are lastly scheduled to achieve load balancing among154

wavelengths.155

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The stud-156

ied problem is described in Section II. The proposed157

OLR-DWBA algorithm is detailed in Section III. And the158

simulation and analysis is presented in Section IV. Finally,159

conclusions are drawn in Section V.160

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT161

A. THE MISMATCH BETWEEN ASSIGNED TRANSMISSION162

WINDOW AND FRAME SIZE163

As a grant allocation mechanism, when an ONU sends164

REPORT to OLT for grant allocation, it sends only the size of165

occupied queue length. The OLT is unaware of the individual166

frame boundaries. This makes a bandwidth grant decision167

based on the accumulative size of all frames in the queue168

of ONU. Therefore, when a grant to an ONU is given on169

multiple wavelengths in each cycle, it is quite possible that170

some portion of the granted bandwidth is left unused due to171

the random frame size, and the last few frames may be denied172

to be transmitted due to the non-fragmentation of Ethernet173

frames.174

Here, a specific example is taken to describe the problem.175

It is assumed that an ONU has 8 frames in its cache queue,176

including five 300 bytes frames and three 500 bytes frames.177

When different number of wavelengths are assigned to ser-178

vices of the ONU, the wasted bandwidth resources caused179

by the mismatch between the assigned transmission window180

and frame sizes are also different. We analyze the cases of181

assigning four wavelengths and two wavelengths to services182

of the ONU separately. The two cases are shown in Fig. 1 and 183

Fig. 2 separately. 184

FIGURE 1. The services of an ONU are transmitted on four wavelengths.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the transmission win- 185

dow on each wavelength is 750 bytes when OLT allocates 186

bandwidth equally on four wavelengths according to band- 187

width requested by an ONU. After the first four 300 bytes 188

frames are transmitted on four wavelengths. The remaining 189

bandwidth in each wavelength is 450 bytes. Then, the three 190

500 bytes frames are allocated on λ0, λ1 and λ2 respectively. 191

The remaining bandwidth on the three wavelengths cannot 192

accommodate 500 bytes frame. So, the three 500 bytes frames 193

are denied to be transmitted. The last 300 bytes frame is 194

transmitted on λ3. Therefore, 450 bytes bandwidth resources 195

are wasted on λ0, λ1 and λ2 respectively. And 150 bytes band- 196

width resources are wasted on λ3. In summary, 1500 bytes 197

bandwidth resources are wasted and the ratio of bandwidth 198

utilization is 50%. 199

FIGURE 2. The services of an ONU are transmitted on two wavelengths.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the transmission window 200

on each wavelength is 1500 bytes when OLT allocates band- 201

width equally on two wavelengths according to bandwidth 202

requested by the ONU. The first four 300 bytes frames are 203

transmitted on λ0 and λ1 respectively. The first two 500 bytes 204

frames are also transmitted on λ0 and λ1 respectively. The last 205

500 bytes frame is allocated on λ0. However, the remaining 206

bandwidth on λ0 is no longer sufficient for transmission of 207

the 500 bytes frame. The 500 bytes frame is denied to be 208

transmitted. The last 300 bytes frame is transmitted on λ1. 209

In summary, 500 bytes bandwidth resources are wasted and 210

the ratio of bandwidth utilization is 83.3%. Therefore, the 211
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fewer number of wavelengths is assigned to an ONU, the212

less bandwidth wasted caused by the mismatch between the213

assigned transmission window and frame size is.214

B. MASSIVE GUARD TIMESLOTS215

Recently, a Modified-SPD scheduling algorithm based on216

offline scheduling architecture has been proposed and applied217

to NG-EPON upstream resource scheduling [10]. Modified-218

SPD algorithm uses multiple wavelength channels as one219

logical channel through channel bonding technique. At the220

same time, the services of ONU with minimum RTT are221

scheduled firstly. Modified-SPD algorithm assigns services222

of ONUs to be transmitted on a multiple wavelength trans-223

mits the services in ONU on multiple wavelengths. And a224

guard timeslot between services of different ONUs on each225

wavelength. This inevitably introduces a large number of226

guard timeslots and causes a waste of bandwidth resources.227

Modified-SPD algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(a).228

It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that there are 8 ONUs in the229

system, and 32 guard timeslots need to be introduced. This230

leads to bandwidth resource waste.231

FIGURE 3. (a) Modified-SPD algorithm (b) First-Fit algorithm.

C. LOAD IMBALANCE AMONG WAVELENGTHS232

Recently, considering the waste of bandwidth resources233

caused by massive guard timeslots and the mismatch between234

assigned TW and frame size, a First-Fit scheduling algorithm235

was proposed [3]. First-Fit algorithm assigns services of236

ONUs to be transmitted on a single wavelength regardless of237

the load. In one schedule cycle, the end of last finish wave-238

length channel determines the cycle’s length. When First-Fit239

algorithm is adopted to schedule bandwidth resources and240

some ONUs are under high load, the earlier finish wave-241

lengths will be idle to wait the last finish wavelength. In this242

case, there will be much wastage in the upstream channel.243

First-Fit algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(b).244

It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that ONU8 is under high load.245

The services of ONU8 are transmitted on λ0. A large amount246

of idle time is generated on λ1, λ2 and λ3. This also leads to247

bandwidth resource waste.248

III. UPSTREAM DWBA ALGORITHM 249

In previous sections, the waste of bandwidth resources caused 250

by massive guard timeslots, the mismatch between assigned 251

transmission window and frame size and load imbalance 252

among wavelengths has been discussed. Here, to improve the 253

bandwidth utilization, an upstream DWBA algorithm called 254

OLR-DWBA algorithm is proposed. The algorithm can be 255

divided into three parts: 256

1) The ONU scheduling order: According to RTTs, the 257

ONU scheduling order is determined. This can reduce 258

the idle time caused by RTTs. 259

2) Wavelength allocation: According to the ONU load, the 260

number of wavelengths assigned to the services of each 261

ONU is determined. This can reduce the waste of band- 262

width resources caused by massive guard timeslots, the 263

mismatch between assigned transmission window and 264

frame size. 265

3) Time allocation: According to the ONU scheduling 266

order and wavelength allocation, the time slot allocated 267

to services of each ONU on each wavelength is deter- 268

mined. This can achieve the load balance among wave- 269

length and reduce the waste of bandwidth resources 270

caused by load imbalance among wavelengths. 271

A. THE ONU SCHEDULING ORDER 272

In the offline scheduling framework, when an ONU registers 273

in OLT, OLT obtains the RTT information of the ONU. The 274

time between the OLT sending a GATE message and receiv- 275

ing the services of ONU takes at least RTT [10]. If there is 276

no other ONU for service transmission within the RTT, the 277

channels are under idle state during this time. Each ONU has 278

a different RTT because of the distance between the ONU and 279

OLT. Different ONU scheduling order will produce different 280

idle time. The idle time can be shown in Fig. 4. Compare with 281

the RTT of ONU2, it of ONU1 is smaller. 282

FIGURE 4. (a) Preferentially scheduling services of ONU with smaller RTT
(b) Preferentially scheduling services of ONU with larger RTT.
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It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the RTT1 of ONU1 is283

smaller than the RTT2 of ONU2. In Fig. 4(a), if the services of284

ONU1 are scheduled firstly, the idle time of RTT1 size will285

be generated in the channel. In Fig. 4(b), if the services of286

ONU2 are scheduled firstly, the idle time of RTT2 size will287

be generated in the channel. Therefore, system generates less288

idle time when the services of ONU with the smaller RTT289

is scheduled firstly. In summary, when the services of ONU290

with the smaller RTT are scheduled preferentially, the idle291

time caused by RTTs can be reduced.292

In this paper, the ONUs will be sorted in ascending order293

according to the RTTs of all ONUs. The ONUs with smaller294

RTTs will be scheduled preferentially to reduce the idle time295

caused by RTT.296

B. WAVELENGTH ALLOCATION ALGORITHM297

NG-EPON uses channel bonding to enable services of each298

ONU to be transmitted simultaneously on four wavelengths.299

If the services of all ONUs are transmitted on four wave-300

lengths, a large number of guard timeslots will be introduced.301

This causes the waste of bandwidth resources. If the services302

of each ONU are allowed to be transmitted only on a single303

wavelength, the services of high load ONU will occupy a304

large amount of bandwidth on a single wavelength. This leads305

to load imbalance among wavelengths. At the same time,306

if the services of ONU are transmitted only on a single wave-307

length, the peak transmission rate of services in individual308

ONU is not improved. This undoubtedly defeats the original309

purpose of NG-EPON design. In this section, an adaptive310

threshold grouping algorithm is proposed to assign wave-311

lengths to each ONU. The specific algorithm is as follows:312

1) Firstly, all ONUs are sorted in ascending order accord-313

ing to the amount of bandwidth requested by theONUs:314

ONU1, ONU2, ONU3, . . . , ONUn.315

2) Then, according to the number of wavelengths assigned316

to ONUs, four wavelength groups are created: group1,317

group2, group3, group4. Let the number of all unas-318

signed grouped ONUs be m.319

3) According to the bandwidth requested by all unas-320

signed grouped ONUs, adaptive threshold is set. The321

threshold can be calculated by:322

Threshold =

∑n
i=n−m+1 Ri

m
(1)323

The bandwidth requested by each unassigned grouped324

ONU is compared with Threshold.325

If Ri < Threshold , ONUi is assigned to group1. After326

traversing all unassigned ONUs, the number of unas-327

signed ONUs m is updated, and Threshold is updated.328

4) The bandwidth requested by each unassigned grouped329

ONU is compared with the new Threshold. If Ri <330

Threshold , ONUi is assigned to group2. After travers-331

ing all unassigned ONUs, the number of unassigned332

ONUs m is updated, and Threshold is updated.333

5) The bandwidth requested by each unassigned grouped334

ONU is compared with the new Threshold.335

If Ri < Threshold , ONUi is assigned to group3. If Ri ≥ 336

Threshold , ONUi will be assigned to group4. At this 337

time, ONU grouping is completed. 338

After all ONUs are grouped, wavelengths are assigned to all 339

ONUs according to the grouping: 340

a) The loads of ONUs in group1 are lowest. So, if they 341

are all assigned to a single wavelength, there will be 342

no load imbalance among wavelengths caused by the 343

services of a single ONU occupying a large amount 344

of bandwidth. And there will no too high transmission 345

delay. So, the services of ONUs in group1 are assigned 346

to be transmitted on a single wavelength. 347

b) The loads of ONUs in group2 are higher than the loads 348

of ONUs in group1. Therefore, if they are all assigned 349

to a single wavelength, there may be a problem of load 350

imbalance among wavelengths caused by the services 351

of a single ONU occupying a large amount of band- 352

width. And there will be a high transmission delay. 353

Therefore, the services of ONUs in group2 are assigned 354

to be transmitted on two wavelengths. 355

c) Similarly, the services of ONUs in group3 and group4 356

are assigned three and four wavelengths respectively to 357

reduce the transmission delay of individual ONUs. 358

C. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION ANALYSIS 359

The network bandwidth capacity in NG-EPON is limited. 360

If the length of a scheduling cycle exceeds the maximum 361

polling cycle, the services of someONUswill have no enough 362

bandwidth to support their transmission. These services will 363

be denied to be transmitted in current cycle and may only 364

continue to be transmitted until the next polling cycle. 365

The ONUs in NG-EPON are put into four groups. and the 366

number of ONUs in each group is counted. It is assumed that 367

ni represents the number of ONU in groupj. Then the number 368

of guard timeslots on a single wavelength can be gotten by: 369

t =
∑4

j=1

⌈
j ∗ nj
4

⌉
(2) 370

Thus, the maximum available bandwidth on each wave- 371

length is given by: 372

Bavailable =
[
Tcycle − RTT − t ∗ Tg

]
∗ C (3) 373

Correspondingly, the available bandwidth on the four 374

wavelengths is gotten by: 375

Btotal = 4 ∗ Bavailable (4) 376

If Rall ≤ Btotal, the bandwidth allocated to each ONU is its 377

request. 378

IfRall > Btotal, the total available bandwidth in the network 379

can no longer satisfy the bandwidth requested by all ONUs. 380

So, the services of some ONUs will be denied to be transmit- 381

ted. This obviously does not satisfy the fairness principle. 382

Therefore, when the bandwidth requested by all ONUs is 383

greater than the total available bandwidth in the network, the 384

fair proportional allocation principle is adopted to allocate 385
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bandwidth to the services of ONUs. According to the band-386

width requested by ONUi, its allocation ratio factor is set as:387

αi =
Ri
Rall

(5)388

Then, according to αi and the total available bandwidth of389

the network, the bandwidth allocated to ONUi can be gotten390

by:391

Gi = αi ∗ Bavailable (6)392

Therefore, the bandwidth allocated to ONUi is described393

by:394

Gi =

{
Ri, if Rall ≤ Bavailable
αi ∗ Bavailable , if Rall > Bavailable

(7)395

D. TIME ALLOCATION ANALYSIS396

In group1, the services of each ONU are only transmitted397

on a single wavelength. So, it is necessary to determine the398

transmission timeslots for the services of these ONUs at the399

corresponding wavelengths. The services of ONUs in group2,400

group3 and group4 are transmitted on two wavelengths, three401

wavelengths, and four wavelengths respectively. So, it is402

necessary to determine their transmission timeslots on each403

of the wavelengths assigned to them.404

The services of ONUs in group4 are transmitted on four405

wavelengths. Therefore, they can be used to achieve load406

balance amongwavelengths. Thus, they are transmitted lastly.407

TheONUs in group1, group2 and group3 are sorted in ascend-408

ing order according to their RTTs. The services of ONUswith409

fewer RTTs in the three groups are scheduled firstly to reduce410

the idle timeslots caused by RTTs. The specific allocation411

scheme is shown as follows:412

If ONUi belongs to group1, the wavelength with the small-413

est Ski (S
k
i denotes the start transmission time of ONUi on λk)414

is selected to transmit the services of ONUi. Then, the value415

of Ski is updated. The allocated timeslots are shown in Fig. 5.416

FIGURE 5. The time allocation about the services of ONU in group1.

If ONUi belongs to group2, the two wavelengths with417

smaller Ski are selected to transmit the services of ONUi. The418

services of ONUi are firstly transmitted on the wavelength419

with the smallest Ski . When Ski increases to the same as420

the second smallest Sk
′

i , the remaining services of ONUiare421

FIGURE 6. The time allocation about the services of ONU in group2.

evenly transmitted on these two wavelengths. Then, the val- 422

ues of Ski and Sk
′

i are updated. The allocated timeslots are 423

shown in Fig. 6. 424

If ONUi belongs to group3, the three wavelengths with 425

smaller Ski are selected to transmit the services of ONUi. The 426

services of ONUi are firstly transmitted on the wavelength 427

with the smallest Ski . When Ski increases to the same as 428

the second smallest Sk
′

i , the remaining services of ONUi are 429

evenly transmitted on these two wavelengths until Ski and 430

Sk
′

i increase to the same as the third smallest Sk
′′

i . Then, the 431

remaining services of ONUi are evenly transmitted on these 432

three wavelengths. The values of Ski , S
k ′
i and Sk

′′

i are updated. 433

The allocated timeslots are shown in Fig. 7. 434

FIGURE 7. The time allocation about the services of ONU in group3.

After all the services of ONUs in group1, group2 and 435

group3 have been transmitted. The services of ONUs in 436

group4 are then transmitted on four wavelengths. The 437

scheduling strategy is similar to the strategy above. The main 438

purpose is to achieve load balance among the four wave- 439

lengths. The allocated timeslots are shown in Fig. 8. 440

FIGURE 8. The time allocation about the services of ONU in group4.
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The final allocation results of the same group of ONUs441

using three scheduling algorithms are shown in Fig. 9.442

FIGURE 9. (a) Modified-SPD algorithm (b) First-Fit algorithm
(c) OLR-DWBA algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS443

The simulation and analysis of algorithm will be developed444

by MATLAB and Simpy [25]. Here, the algorithms for com-445

parison are mainly composed of three parts: OLR-DWBA446

algorithm,Modified-SPD algorithm, FW-DBA algorithm and447

First-Fit algorithm. The specific simulation contents mainly448

include: the average package delay, the scheduling cycle, the449

bandwidth utilization and the throughput.450

In the simulation, to make the simulation more convenient,451

the resource scheduling on the upstream channel is only452

considered. The simulation is based on a typical tree network453

topology [20], [21], [22]. The number of wavelengths is454

set as 4 [23]. The number of ONUs is 64. The distances455

between users and OLT are simulated by the RTTs between456

ONUs and OLT. Here, we assume that all ONUs are equipped457

with multiple sets of transceivers and the services can be458

transmitted on any number of wavelengths. All ONUs have459

the same service level agreement (SLA) to ensure that all460

ONUs can occupy bandwidth resources fairly. The RTTs461

between ONUs and OLT are set to be uniformly distributed462

between 100 µs and 500 µs, corresponding to a physical463

distance of 30 km to 150 km [24]. The transmission rate of a464

single wavelength on the upstream channel is 25 Gb/s [23].465

The total normalized network load is uniformly distributed466

from 0.1 to 1. This means that the ratio of the total service467

generated by all ONUs per second to the total bandwidth468

capacity of network is uniformly distributed from 0.1 to 1. 469

Self-similar data is generated by Pareto distribution [26], 470

[27]. The guard time is 1µs. The size of data frames varies 471

randomly from 64 bytes to 1518 bytes [28]. The simulation 472

parameters are shown in Table 3. 473

A. AVERAGE PACKET DELAY ANALYSIS 474

The average packet delay (Unit: ms) [28] is the average time 475

from the generation of packages in ONUs to its arrival at 476

OLT. It consists of waiting delay and transmission delay. 477

The comparison of the average packet delay of system when 478

OLR-DWBA algorithm, First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD 479

algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm are adopted to schedule 480

resources is shown in Fig. 10. 481

FIGURE 10. The average package delays of system when OLR-DWBA
algorithm, First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA
algorithm are adopted to schedule resources.

It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the average packet delay of 482

system when OLR-DWBA algorithm is adopted to schedule 483

resources is always lower than the average packet delays of 484

system when First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD algorithm 485

and FW-DBA algorithm are adopted to schedule resources. 486

It is because the network introduces massive guard times- 487

lots when Modified-SPD algorithm is adopted to schedule 488

resources. This increases the waiting delay of services. Fur- 489

thermore, many frames are denied to be transmitted due to 490

the mismatch between the assigned transmission window 491

and frame size. This will increase the transmission delay of 492

services. The services of a single ONU are transmitted on 493

a single wavelength when First-Fit algorithm is adopted to 494

schedule resources. This will lead to low peak transmission 495

TABLE 3. The simulation parameters.
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rate of services in each ONU. In particular, when ONUs are496

under high load, their services will have higher transmission497

delay. The wavelengths are allocated to the services of ONUs498

according to alpha when FW-DBA algorithm is adopted to499

schedule bandwidth resources. This will cause more services500

to be transmitted on a single wavelength and increase the501

transmission delay. OLR-DWBA algorithm flexibly assigns502

wavelengths to ONUs according to their requested band-503

width. This not only reduces the additional overhead caused504

by the guard timeslots, but also reduces the probability of505

the mismatch between assigned transmission window and506

frame size. In addition, this also reduces the transmission507

delay of services in high-loaded ONUs. Therefore, the system508

has a better performance in average package delay when509

OLR-DWBA algorithm is used for resource scheduling.510

B. SCHEDULING CYCLE ANALYSIS511

The scheduling cycle time is the actual transmission time of512

the all services during the scheduling cycle. The maximum513

value of a single scheduling cycle is set as 2ms. According to514

the system load and ONU scheduling, the scheduling cycle515

can be terminated earlier to save bandwidth resources. The516

shorter the scheduling cycle is, the better the load balancing517

performance of scheduling algorithm is. The comparison of518

the scheduling cycle of systemwhen OLR-DWBA algorithm,519

First-Fit algorithm Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA520

algorithm are adopted to schedule resources is shown in521

Fig. 11.522

FIGURE 11. The scheduling cycles of system when OLR-DWBA algorithm,
First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm are
adopted to schedule resources.

It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the scheduling cycles523

of network when OLR-DWBA algorithm, First-Fit algo-524

rithm, Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm are525

adopted to schedule resources are same when the load rate526

is up to 1. It is because the scheduling cycles all reach the527

maximum scheduling cycle when the three algorithms are528

adopted to schedule resources at this time. When the load529

rate is greater than 0.8, the scheduling cycles of First-Fit530

algorithm is adopted to schedule resources reaches the maxi-531

mum scheduling cycle firstly. It is because the high load ONU532

occupies a large amount of bandwidth on a single wavelength533

when the First-Fit algorithm is used for resource scheduling.534

When the load rate increases to 0.85, the scheduling cycles535

of FW-DBA algorithm reaches the maximum scheduling536

cycle. It is because the imbalance among wavelengths occurs 537

when FW-DBA algorithm is adopted to schedule bandwidth 538

resources. When the load rate increases to 0.9, the scheduling 539

cycles of Modified-SPD algorithm reaches the maximum 540

scheduling cycle. It is because the large number of guard 541

timeslots are introduced into network when Modified-SPD 542

algorithm is adopted to schedule resources. When the load 543

rate is less than 0.9, the scheduling cycles of OLR-DWBA 544

algorithm is the lowest under the same load. It is because the 545

service transmission is completed earliest when OLR-DBWA 546

algorithm is used for resource scheduling. 547

C. THE BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION ANALYSIS 548

Bandwidth utilization is the ratio of the transmitted ser- 549

vices to the total occupied bandwidth in a single scheduling 550

cycle. The bandwidth utilization in upstream direction can be 551

expressed as follows: 552

BW =
B

W ∗ Tcycle
(8) 553

where, BW is the bandwidth utilization. B represents the 554

number of services transmitted in this cycle. Tcycle denotes the 555

scheduling cycle.W represents the number of wavelengths. 556

The comparison of the bandwidth utilizations of system 557

when OLR-DWBA algorithm, First-Fit algorithm, Modified- 558

SPD algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm are adopted to sched- 559

ule resources is shown in Fig. 12. 560

FIGURE 12. The bandwidth utilizations of system when OLR-DWBA
algorithm, First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA
algorithm are adopted to schedule resources.

It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the bandwidth uti- 561

lization when OLR-DWBA algorithm is adopted to sched- 562

ule resources is significantly larger than the bandwidth 563

utilizations when First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD algo- 564

rithm and FW-DBA algorithm are adopted to schedule 565

resources under the same network load. The load balance 566

among four wavelengths is achieved when OLR-DWBA 567

algorithm andModified-SPD algorithm are adopted to sched- 568

ule resources. However, network introduces more guard 569

timeslots when Modified-SPD algorithm is used for resource 570

scheduling. At the same time, the more times the mis- 571

match between assigned transmission window and frame 572

size occurs when Modified-SPD algorithm is used for 573

resource scheduling. Therefore, the bandwidth utilization of 574

OLR-DWBA algorithm is larger than the bandwidth utiliza- 575

tion of Modified-SPD algorithm. The load imbalance among 576
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the four wavelengths occurs when First-Fit algorithm and577

FW-DBA algorithm are adopted to schedule resources. This578

results in thewaste of bandwidth resources. So, the bandwidth579

utilization of OLR-DWBA algorithm is larger than the band-580

width utilization of First-Fit algorithm and FW-DBA algo-581

rithm. When the load rate is less than 0.3, the guard timeslots582

account for a larger proportion of the services. Thus, the583

bandwidth utilization ofModified-SPD algorithm is lowest at584

this time. When the load rate is greater than 0.3, the propor-585

tion of guard timeslots decreases. the bandwidth utilization586

of Modified-SPD algorithm is higher than the bandwidth587

utilization of First-Fit algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm at588

this time. In summary, under the same network load, the589

bandwidth utilization of OLR-DWBA algorithm increases590

by at least 14% compared with the bandwidth utilization591

of Modified-SPD algorithm. The bandwidth utilization of592

OLR-DWBA algorithm increases by at least 20% compared593

with the bandwidth utilization of First-Fit algorithm. The594

bandwidth utilization of OLR-DWBA algorithm increases595

by at least 10% compared with the bandwidth utilization596

of FW-DBA algorithm. Therefore, system has better perfor-597

mance in terms of bandwidth utilization when the proposed598

algorithm is adopted to schedule resources.599

D. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS600

Throughput refers to the ratio of services transmitted in a sin-601

gle polling cycle to the total system capacity. The comparison602

of the throughput of system when OLR-DWBA algorithm,603

First-Fit algorithm, Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA604

algorithm are adopted to schedule resources is shown in605

Fig. 13.606

FIGURE 13. The throughputs of system when OLR-DWBA algorithm,
First-Fit algorithm Modified-SPD algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm are
adopted to schedule resources.

It can be seen from Fig. 13 that throughput of First-Fit607

algorithm is largest, followed by throughput of OLR-DWBA608

algorithm and FW-DBA algorithm, and throughput of609

Modified-SPD algorithm is smallest when the load rate is610

less than 0.8. It is because that the services in all ONUs611

are efficiently transmitted when First-Fit algorithm is used612

for resource scheduling. The system has the problem of mis-613

match between assigned transmission window and frame size614

when OLR-DWBA algorithm, Modified-SPD algorithm and615

FW-DBA algorithm are adopted to schedule resources. When616

TABLE 4. When the ratio of network load is 0.9, the performances of
OLR-DWBA algorithm, First-Fit algorithm and Modified-SPD algorithm.

OLR-DWBA is used for resource scheduling, the services of 617

light load ONUs are transmitted on fewer wavelengths. Fewer 618

frames are denied to be transmitted due to mismatch between 619

the transmission window and frame size. When the load rate 620

is between [0.8, 0.9], throughput of OLR-DWBA algorithm 621

is largest, followed by throughput of FW-DBA algorithm and 622

Modified-SPD algorithm, throughput of First-Fit algorithm is 623

smallest. It is because the scheduling cycle has exceeded the 624

maximum scheduling cycle when First-Fit algorithm is used 625

for resource scheduling. The packet loss occurs in the system 626

at this time. Therefore, system has better performance in 627

terms of the network throughput when the proposed algorithm 628

is adopted to schedule resources. 629

When the ratio of network load is up to 0.9, the perfor- 630

mances of three algorithms are shown in Table 4. 631

V. CONCLUSION 632

In this paper, an OLR-DWBA algorithm for NG-EPON has 633

been proposed to provide high bandwidth utilization. Firstly, 634

an adaptive threshold grouping algorithm has been proposed 635

in order to reduce the waste of bandwidth resources caused 636

by massive guard timeslots and mismatch between assigned 637

transmission window and frame size. Next, the ONU schedul- 638

ing order has been adjusted through RTTs to reduce the 639

idle time caused by RTTs. Then, joint ONU grouping and 640

RTT scheduling mechanism has been constructed to achieve 641

load balance among wavelengths. Moreover, a fair allocation 642

scheme has been proposed to ensure the fairness of band- 643

width granting for each ONU. Finally, the effectiveness of the 644

proposed algorithm is demonstrated by simulation and anal- 645

ysis. Compared with Modified-SPD algorithm, OLR-DWBA 646

algorithm makes the bandwidth utilization increase by at 647

least 14%. Compared with First-Fit algorithm, OLR-DWBA 648

algorithmmakes the bandwidth utilization increase by at least 649

20%. The bandwidth utilization of OLR-DWBA algorithm 650

increases by at least 10% compared with the bandwidth uti- 651

lization of FW-DBA algorithm. 652
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